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9
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2004.
9
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9
9
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GNU
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High Performance Computing; Computing at a high performance level at any given
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HPCC
HPC Challenge benchmark, http://icl.cs.utk.edu/hpcc/
HPL
High Performance LINPACK
HWA
HardWare accelerator
IB
InfiniBand
IBA
IB Architecture
IBM
Formerly known as International Business Machines
IEEE
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
I/O
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ISC
International Supercomputing Conference; European equivalent to the US based
SC0x conference. Held annually in Germany.
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Jülich Supercomputing Centre (FZJ, Germany)
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KB
Kilo (= 2 ~10 ) Bytes (= 8 bits), also KByte
LQCD
Lattice QCD
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Linking Scientific Computing in Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean
LinkSCEEM-2 Linking Scientific Computing in Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean – Phase 2
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6
Mega (= 10 ) Bytes (= 8 bits) per second, also MByte/s
6
Mega (= 10 ) Floating point operations (usually in 64-bit, i.e. DP) per second, also
MF/s
6
6
Mega (= 10 ) Hertz, frequency =10 periods or clock cycles per second
Originally Microprocessor without Interlocked Pipeline Stages; a RISC processor
architecture developed by MIPS Technology
6
Mega (= 10 ) operations per second (usually integer or logic operations)
Memorandum of Understanding.
Message Passing Interface
Massively Parallel Processing (or Processor)
Non-Disclosure Agreement. Typically signed between vendors and customers working
together on products prior to their general availability or announcement.
Network-on-a-Chip
Network File System
Network Interface Controller
Open Computing Language
Open Graphic Library
Open Multi-Processing
Operating System
Parallel Network File System
Portable OS Interface for Unix
Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe; Project Acronym
Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe – First Implementation Phase
Partnership for Advanced Computing in Europe – Research Infrastructure
Random Access Memory
Software Development Kit
Solid State Disk or Drive
40
12
Tera (= 2 ~ 10 ) Bytes (= 8 bits), also TByte
Total Cost of Ownership. Includes the costs (personnel, power, cooling, ...) in addition
to the purchase cost of a system.
12
Tera (= 10 ) Floating-point operations (usually in 64-bit, i.e. DP) per second, also
TF/s
Denotes the apex of a conceptual pyramid of HPC systems. In this context the
PRACE Supercomputing Research Infrastructure would host the Tier-0 systems;
national or topical HPC centres would constitute Tier-1
Uniform Interface to Computing Resources. Software for seamless access to
distributed resources.
Virtual Organization
Virtual Research Community
Single Instruction Multiple Data
Single Instruction Multiple Threads
An open-source distributed version control system
Graphical User Interface
A set of Python bindings for the Qt application framework for GUI development
A script-driven Windows installation system. Also called NSIS
Software Development Kit
Extensible Markup Language
Accelerated Parallel Performance. An SDK by AMD for GPGPU and OpenCL
development.
A compilation of files with useful tables for X-ray applications
Density Functional Theory. A modelling method in quantum mechanics.
Atomic Energy and Alternative Energies Commission (France)
A piece of code or program that is executed on a GPU
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Executive Summary
Work package 12, “Synchrotron high performance data analysis and modelling”, aims at
decreasing the latency of data processing in synchrotron research that will allow for faster offline data analysis and simulation. Additionally it will make on-line data analysis feasible
despite the increasing rate of data acquisition. As a consequence, the quality and efficiency of
experiments will be improved.
The primary purpose of this Deliverable is to identify CUDA programs, which can be
beneficial for the data analysis performed at both ESRF and SESAME. Additionally, since
the majority of GPU accelerated programs are based on CUDA, it is of importance to test
OpenCL against CUDA. In particular we tested the performance and the development effort
required for both APIs. In the case of OpenCL, which is not restricted to a specific vendor, we
also deployed the tests on hardware by different vendors.
Possible candidate programs for D12.2 were identified early on. However, developments on
the GPGPU front as well as further knowledge acquired about the needs of SESAME proved
that these candidates were not the most suitable ones. In the absence of a common useful
CUDA program, a traditional program was selected and ported to both CUDA and OpenCL in
order to meet the Deliverable standards.
Emphasis was given to develop dynamic modules. The CUDA and OpenCL modules are
abstract extensions to the program. The main benefit of this approach is that, through minimal
intervention to the original program, it is possible to decide on runtime whether or not to use
an extension. Another benefit is that such modules are easier to maintain or replace.
Finally, we incorporated the possibility to perform benchmarks and unit tests on the selected
program.
The following report does not aim to be a manual for the developed program or to describe
the physics and methods behind it. Effort is given to explain the reasons behind critical
choices and how the development was done. It is not always possible to explain some choices
without presenting technical details, but we tried to make them easy to understand.
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Identification and presentation of candidates
Summary

The primary purpose is to identify CUDA programs to be adapted to OpenCL, which can be
beneficial for the data analysis performed at both ESRF and SESAME. The types of
experiments that can be conducted at SESAME may differ from ESRF, due to different
operational range of the energy provided by each synchrotron. In order for SESAME to
benefit from the selected programs, they must be useful for the data analysis or simulations
that SESAME will perform.
The work package definition defines that the programs developed under WP12 must be able
to be deployed in the Linksceem-2 partner computing facilities. The selected program must be
open source with a license that should allow WP12’s requirements for redistribution.
It is of important to the project, that collaboration can be initiated between developers or
maintainers of the program to be ported. Problems do arise during such a process and there is
always the risk of bugs being carbon-copied during the porting process. Such problems can be
solved very easily through collaboration with people who have good understanding of the
program behaviour.
As mentioned in the executive summary, some candidates were identified early on and were
presented on the Linksceem-2 Description of Work, notably PyHST and BigDFT. Another
CUDA program that was initially identified as a candidate was a ptychography reconstruction
program.
Finally, a CUDA program viable for porting to OpenCL was not identified. We selected a
traditional program which we parallelised and ported both to CUDA and OpenCL.
All these programs are discussed in the next section.
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Identified programs
BigDFT

BigDFT stands for Big Density Function Theory. It is a massively parallel large scale DFT
electronic structure calculations program. DFT calculations are vital for Synchrotron
Radiation data analysis as they can provide simulated spectra of molecules. For that reason it
was initially identified as a candidate for Linksceem-2 WP12.
BigDFT is written in FORTRAN and incorporates MPI, OpenMP and CUDA functionality. It
was initially developed under the European project FP6-NEST. It is a very active project
currently being maintained and expanded through the collaboration of CEA, UNIBAS and
ESRF.
However, at the time D12.2 started there was already a team at CEA responsible for porting
its CUDA functionality to OpenCL. Moreover, BigDFT posed a risk to the deliverable
schedule as it is rather big to be safely completed and tested by one person within the D12.2
timeframe.

Figure 1. Example of an atomic structure to be calculated by Density functional theory method (Copyright:
University of Kiel).
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PyHST

Python High Speed Tomography is a C/C++ program for tomography reconstruction, based
on a filtered back projection algorithm. It incorporates MPI and CUDA functionality, while
providing a Python interface and a multi-GPU resource management scheduler.
The program is specially designed and optimised for treatment of data acquired by
palaeontology experiments. These experiments produce a substantial amount of data that need
to be reconstructed. However, there is no plan for a tomography beamline at SESAME and
therefore there is no added value for Linksceem-2 WP12 on adapting it to OpenCL.

Figure 2. Pradel A., Langer M., Maisey J., Geffard-Kuriyama D., Cloetens P., Janvier P. and Tafforeau P., 2009.
Skull and brain of a 300 million-year-old chimaeroid fish revealed by synchrotron holotomography. PNAS,
106(13) :5224-5228.
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Ptychography reconstruction program

The Ptychography reconstruction technique is used at ESRF for the characterisation of a
nanobeam. A CUDA-based program developed by TU Dresden was deployed at ESRF with
the help of Linksceem-2 project members and was tested with the purpose of taking it into
consideration for D12.2 and assessing the benefits for SESAME.
At that time the program was found to be unstable, as it was causing the GPU clusters at
ESRF to occasionally crash. For that reason it was decided that the program was not ready to
be ported to OpenCL and later deployed to Linksceem-2 affiliated centres.

Figure 3. Siemens-star (left) in ptychography and (right) in a conventional fluorescence image. Source:
A. Schropp, P. Boye, A. Goldschmidt, S. Hönig, R. Hoppe, J. Patommel, C. Rakete, D. Samberg, S. Stephan,
S. Schöder, M. Burghammer, and C. G. Schroer. "Non-destructive and qualitative imaging of a nano-structured
microchip by ptychographic hard x-ray scanning microscopy", J. Microscopy, 241 (1), 9–12 (2010).
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PPM

PPM is a program for simulating the reflectivity of magnetic multilayer structures. It is
written in Python and C++ and incorporates some MPI functionality.
Initially PPM was a candidate for D12.4, but due to the lack of a CUDA-based candidate
program it was decided, with the permission of the Linksceem-2 PMO, to carry on the
deliverable by first porting a program to CUDA.

Figure 4. Energy variation of the charge reflectivity. The experimental data is shown as black circles and the
calculated by PPM reflectivity is represented by the solid red line. Source: Brown S. D., Bouchenoire L.,
Thompson P., Springell R., Mirone A., Stirling W. G., Beesley A., Thomas M. F., Ward R. C. C., Wells M. R.,
Langridge S., Zochowski S. W. and Lander G. H., 2008. Profile of the U 5f magnetization in U/Fe multilayers.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.77.014427.
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PPM in detail
Description

PPM, as briefly introduced in section 1.2.4, is a program that calculates the reflectivity of
magnetic multilayers. This calculation can be performed for different incidence angles of the
X-rays on the surface of the multilayer, and for various energies and polarisations. PPM can
also fit several parameters like optical indexes, magnetisation profiles, and layer thicknesses
on the basis of experimental data.
Multilayers are structures that are comprised of layers of different compounds, built on top of
each other. Study of the reflectivity behaviour of such structures reveals the distribution of its
magnetic moments.

Figure 5. X-ray beam with incidence angle a and wavelength λ. Reflection and transmission of the photons on
and through each layer (left). Total reflectivity as a function of the incident X-ray beam energy. The peak at 93
eV1 is a Bragg diffraction (right).

2.2

Numerical procedure2

The first step in the calculation of the reflectivity of a multilayer stack is to find the
electromagnetic eigenmodes for each of the layers. This is done by means of numerically
solving a second-order differential equation. The second step in this calculation is to obtain
the interface matrices between layers by solving the Fresnel’s equations. The results of this
step represent the linear dependency of the electromagnetic field on each couple of
consecutive layers. The third step to describing the multilayer stack is the calculation of the
1

Electron Volt. By definition, it is the amount of energy gained by the charge of a single electron moved across
an electric potential difference of one volt.
2
The numerical methods described are based on the following publication, which can be consulted for a more indepth discussion of the procedure. A. Mirone, M. Sacchi, E. Dudzik, H. Durr, G. Laan, A. Vaure and F. Petroff
(2000). “Study of the magnetic order in a Co/Cr multilayer by magnetic Bragg diffraction at the Co 2p
resonance”. Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials 218 (2000) 137 – 143.
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propagation of the electromagnetic field across the thickness of each layer. Finally, the
multilayer stack is described by a matrix obtained by multiplying the interface and
propagation matrices. The reflectivity is obtained by imposing the condition that there cannot
be incoming photons from the substrate3.

Figure 6. Calculated by PPM and experimental scattered
intensity for a stack composed of cobalt and chromium
layers. Source: See footnote 2 of page 13.

Figure 7. Experimental (squares) and calculated (lines) asymmetry ratio curves of the reflectivity for different
incident angles. PPM was used to obtain the calculated reflectivity. Source: M. Sacchi, A. Mirone (1998).
“Resonant reflectivity from a Ni(110) crystal: Magnetic effects at the Ni 2p edges using linearly and circularly
polarized photons”. PhysRevB.57.8408.

3

The last layer of the multilayer stack.
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Design and characteristics

PPM provides two different main executables, depending on whether the modelling requires a
scalar or a tensor solver. Along with the main executables, GUIs are offered to make the
creation of a respective system configuration easier. The GUI part is outside the scope of this
deliverable and will be skipped in this report. Additionally, the scalar solver is simple and
robust without requiring acceleration.
PPM is structured in three distinctive layers. The first and highest layer, ppmxml or
ppmxmlTens, is purely in Python. Its role is parsing an input xml file containing the
configuration of the system, creating dynamically a new Python script and executing it.
This dynamic Python script contains references to the second layer, PPMlayerclass or
PPMlayerclassTens. This layer is again in Python, but encapsulates wrapped C++ functions
for performance reasons. It extracts physical quantities of the system from a DABAX
(DAtaBAse for X-ray applications) database, performs the calculations and fits the results.
The third layer, PPMcore, is written in C++. PPMcore defines functions that accelerate
algorithms of the second layer, such as matrix-vector multiplication and matrix inversion. It
also defines a class that calculates the electric and magnetic field of the system purely on the
C++ level.

Figure 8. A simplistic representation of the PPM structure.

2.4

Installation and testing

PPM is publicly available at the ESRF under a Git repository. It includes sources for Linux
and Windows as well as precompiled binaries. For Windows also an installer is provided.

LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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The Git repository can be found here: https://forge.epn-campus.eu/projects/ppm/repository
and the precompiled binaries here: https://forge.epn-campus.eu/projects/ppm/files.
The precompiled binaries are packaged with all their dependencies and can be executed
directly. We will only explain the procedure to compile PPM from source.
To download the PPM source code:
Linux: git clone git://git.epn-campus.eu/repositories/PPM
Windows: The software package msys.git is required. The msys.git provides a program called
Git Bash which can be used to clone a Git repository in the same way as in Linux.
Linux
For Linux the following are required prior to compilation:
 Python 2.6 or higher along with the corresponding Python development package.
 numpy 1.5.1 or higher.
 PyQt4 for the PPM GUI (Required only for PPM GUI, which is optional).
 The DABAX database for the components of the multilayer.
To compile PPM there is a script already provided. Executing “source linux_compile” will
compile and install PPM in the default directory. This directory may be changed directly by
editing the script.
Windows
Requirements to compile from sources:
 Python 2.6 or higher (preferably the latest Python 2.7.2)
 In general the Microsoft Visual Studio C++ Express edition that matches Python. For
Python 2.7, Microsoft Visual Studio C++ 9.0 Express (2008) is required.
 The Microsoft Windows SDK 7.0
 The DABAX database for the components of the multilayer.
To compile under Windows, as with Linux, a script is provided. Executing
“windows_compile.bat” will compile and install PPM.

LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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The PPM installation comes with example system configurations. These can be used to test
that PPM is installed and working correctly. They are located in the installation folder, under
examples.
An example under Linux:
Installation_directory/examples/ex_mag_1$ ../../ppmxmlTens ex1.xml
2.5

Profiling

Prior to accelerating a program, profiling must be carried out in order to discover bottlenecks.
Once these bottlenecks are identified, by knowing the structure of the program, it is possible
to identify which algorithms to port to CUDA or OpenCL and to find the best entry point for
these new libraries.
In general not only bottlenecks might need to be corrected, but also the algorithms
deployment must be rearranged in order to reduce transfer overhead. This happens because
the slowest component in a CPU – GPU heterogeneous system is the communication bus that
connects them. Memory transfers through this bus must be minimal.
There are various ways to perform profiling. There are automated tools for C++ and Python
that can produce a detailed report on the time spent in each function or method. Another way
is to directly add profiling functionality in a program. We chose the latter as it gives higher
flexibility and especially the ability to examine bottleneck rigorously down to a single
operation.
Bottlenecks were identified in the Python and the C++ levels:
 The extraction of data from the DABAX database.
 The calculation of the multilayer interfaces.
 The calculation of the multilayer reflectivity.
 The XML parser.
The profiling was performed on a multilayer stack consisting of 5924 data-points and 193
layers. It is important to note here that PPM will run the simulation multiple times in order to
maximise the merit function4. The XML parser takes around one minute on this configuration,
but is executed only once, while the rest is executed at each refinement step. At this point the
computing system used for the profiling is skipped, as we are only interested in relative
values. The biggest bottleneck is in the calculations of the multilayers with a total execution
time of 8.4 seconds. In specific:

4

A function that measures the agreement between data and the fitting model for a particular choice of the
parameters.
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1. Interfaces: 5.1 seconds
2. Reflectivity: 1.7 seconds
3. Electric and magnetic field: 1.1 seconds
4. Propagations: 0.5 seconds
Another major bottleneck is identified in the DABAX database extraction. In every
refinement step of the simulation some information must be retrieved from the DABAX
tables. This procedure takes roughly 8 seconds. The total execution time is to a large extent
determined by the multilayer calculations and the DABAX extractions.
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CUDA PPM
Implementation
Selection of algorithms to be ported

The information obtained by profiling PPM showed that a few algorithms during the
calculation were major bottlenecks. However, porting only these algorithms would require
transferring constantly memory contents to and from the GPU device. Additionally, most of
this memory contents is orders of magnitude bigger than the size of the final result. In fact, if
a system consists of Nlayers that each consists of Npoints to be scanned, then the final results
will be of size Npoints, while an intermediate can be Nlayers for each 3x3 tensor (Nlayers
*Npoints*9).
To avoid sacrificing the added benefit of GPU acceleration to latency caused by memory
transfers, we decided to port all the algorithms involved in the calculation.
3.1.2

PPM – cuPPM interface

Having identified the segment of the program that requires to be ported, we examined the
entry point of the cuPPM module. As explained in section 2.3, in PPM the dynamically
created Python script calls functions of PPMbaselayerTens to perform the calculations. In
fact, one particular function is responsible for this, calculatescanTensor. The approach we
followed is to create the entry point by masking this function. To do so, we defined a new
function called calculatescanTensor_Cuda which uses the cuPPM module. We also changed
calculatescanTensor to calculatescanTensor_Cpu and introduce a new calculatescanTensor
with sole responsibility to choose whether to invoke the existing CPU or the new CUDA
implementation.
Whether calculatescanTensor follows the cuPPM path or the PPM path must be possible to be
determined automatically at runtime. Additionally, if the cuPPM module is not present the
program must not fail so that PPM is not affected by the absence of CUDA. In other words
the cuPPM module must be loaded dynamically as a plug-in. All that is required is that the
program, when first executed, tries to load the cuPPM module. If it succeeds we set a flag,
hasCUDA, to a True value, otherwise we catch the error preventing the program from fatally
terminating and we let the flag to the default False value. Then calculatescanTensor evaluates
that flag and chooses which code-path to follow. Finally the results are returned after
completion and the program continues, as before, to the fitting step.
Before proceeding to elaborate on the implementation of the cuPPM library, it is necessary to
briefly describe how it is possible to create a Python module out of a C or C++ library. Python
provides an API that allows the translation of Python objects to types which C++ can
comprehend and use and vice versa. This API also allows the definition of C++ functions or
classes that can seamlessly be callable by Python. Such functions and data-type conversions
are called interfaces or wrappers. It is possible for an interface to be implemented in a library
itself or as a separate higher layer built around the library. The first approach is more
powerful as it grants Python direct access to a library, while the second is more flexible and
clean as the library is completely independent of Python API code and dependencies. As an
LinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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example, a very common Python object used to store arrays of data is the numpy array. A
numpy array, unlike C arrays, is an object and it contains additional information on the type,
size, dimensions of the array and so forth. The Python API allows C++ to recognise the
numpy array object as a structure and directly access its fields.
The cuPPM library was implemented in C++ and the Python interface was built around the
library, creating the cuPPM module. This interface defines the function
calculatescanTensor_Cuda mentioned before. This function initialises the library, translates
the input data from Python objects to C++ arrays, calls its main methods and returns its results
as Python objects.

Figure 9. PPM structure after the addition of the cuPPM module.

3.1.3

Implementation of the cuPPM library

Having decided which algorithms to port and how cuPPM will bind with PPM we proceeded
to design the library itself. First the main library functionality is contained in a master class:
 Manage a CUDA capable GPU device.
 Get the input data for the system of the multilayer and copy them to the device.
 Call the appropriate classes that handle the GPU kernel code for the calculations.
 Return the results.
 Handle errors and pass their description to the program that uses the library.
 Return debugging and/or profiling information if necessary.
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The device management consists of checking all GPUs or a specified one to verify their
capability to execute the cuPPM algorithms. It also connects to the chosen device and
manages the memory on it. The criteria for a GPU to be accepted by cuPPM are that the
device must meet the memory requirements for the simulation and that the device supports
double precision. The later is mandatory because some algorithms of PPM are very sensitive
to numerical precision and will yield meaningless results if single precision is used.
The GPU kernels that perform the execution are organised in groups. Each of the following
groups is controlled by a specific class:
 The cuOnda class is responsible for calculation of the electromagnetic field
eigenmodes on each layer.
 The cudaPropagation class is responsible for the propagation of these eigenmodes
across the thickness of each layer.
 The cudaInterfaces class is responsible for the calculation of the interfaces, which
describes the dependence of the electromagnetic field on the interface of two
consecutive layers.
 And finally the cudaReflectivity class is responsible for the calculation of the total
reflectivity of the multilayer.
These classes are managed by the main class and provide functionality to configure and
execute GPU kernels, return intermediate results for debugging and provide profiling
information.
3.1.4

Implementation of the GPU kernels

PPM in general performs a series of computations on an array of points for each layer of the
system. Each of the points is independent, thus the problem is trivial to parallelise. However,
even for the biggest multilayer systems, the size of this array of points is not big enough to
benefit from massively-parallel architectures like the GPUs. Overthreading, the process of
using more active threads than the physical processing units 5 of a processor, is one of the
requirements for a GPU device to be utilised efficiently. The excess of threads is used by
GPUs to hide memory and arithmetic latencies. In general tens of thousands of threads are
required, while parallelism of PPM can only provide a few thousands.
To overcome this problem we can take into account that apart from the reflectivity matrix
calculation, the calculation of eigenmodes, propagation and interface matrices the rest of the
algorithms can be parallelised further by performing the calculations on all the layers at once.
However, such an approach is a bit more complex. The execution flow between different
layers can diverge in the group of algorithms that compute the electric and magnetic field. In

5

Not necessarily processor cores. It also depends on the arithmetic logical units inside one core. Modern
processors may have more than one integer or floating point unit inside a core. Examples are the Hyperthreading
technology by Intel and the Bulldozer architecture by AMD.
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general GPUs are SIMT and SIMD hybrid architectures. SIMD allows limited branching 6, yet
with a performance penalty that can be linear to the level of divergence or lead to complete
collapse of parallel execution to sequential, depending on the particular design. However, in
SIMT divergence is not a problem.
Trying to remain within the scope of this report, it is adequate to say that if each layer is
guaranteed to be computed by different SIMD processors than another layer, branching will
not be a problem anymore. This is the method employed to create adequate workload for the
GPU. All the layers are processed in bulk instead of one by one.
Finally, another problem we faced during porting PPM is that the algorithms require double
precision of complex numbers and that some of them are quite lengthy. In general using
double precision in a GPU comes with a significant performance penalty, yet this typically is
not a problem as the performance is still higher than modern CPUs in massively-parallel
problems. However, use of double precision and especially that of complex numbers and on
lengthy codes, places great stress on the limited on-chip memory resources of a GPU and can
even render a kernel7 unable to execute. Available on-chip cache memory also plays a key
role on how many threads a GPU can handle, reducing its efficiency in hiding latencies.
Moreover, compilers use this cache to perform optimisations, for example to avoid reevaluating constantly repeated expressions such as memory indexes. Finally, a limited number
of instructions can be issued by a single kernel. In a few words, it was not possible to port
PPM algorithms directly.
We solved this problem and limited the use of on-chip cache by splitting the algorithms in
many smaller ones. The trade-off for this solution is that it rapidly increases the requirements
in memory. On the other hand it makes debugging and testing easier as we can directly
examine intermediate results.
Finally, CUDA offers no operators for complex numbers, but a limited set of functions. They
are provided only for the basic operations between two complex numbers, addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division and conjugate. For the purposes of cuPPM we had to
implement functions that provide more advanced operations. Also, for performance reasons,
functions were implemented that performed the built-in basic operations but for simplified
cases, for example multiplication of a complex number with a real number.
3.2
3.2.1

Installation and testing
Installation of PPM with the cuPPM plug-in

Compilation and installation of the cuPPM library and module is performed inside the same
program that compiles and installs PPM, setup.py. First the cuPPM library might be compiled,
depending if the library exists in the destination installation folder and the source code has not
been modified since then. If the compilation is successful, the list of modules to be built for

6

Branching happens when threads take different code paths. Typical examples are conditional statements like ifelse. If one thread evaluates the “if” and the second the “else” statement, then branching occurs. In fact, if-else
and switch statements are also called branching statements.
7
Kernel is a function, or a piece of code, for the GPU. In other words it is a program that can be executed on the
GPU.
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PPM is extended to include cuPPM. After this step, all the Python modules of PPM will be
compiled, including the cuPPM module if the library was also compiled or modified.
There is a significant difference with the original PPM installation program. If the cuPPM
library fails to compile, the installation process will not halt. The installer will simply ignore
the library and will not try to compile its module. The outcome on the installed program is
that, once executed, it will not be able to load the cuPPM module and will revert to the CPU
code-path.
The cuPPM library and module have debugging features implemented that can be used to
perform unit tests. A new option has been added to PPM which enables the creation of
calculated data for GPU/CPU comparison tests. When this option is active, the cuPPM
module is forced to be loaded and will fail otherwise. PPM will then call
calculatescanTensor_Cuda but with a debugging flag as an argument. The cuPPM module
will follow a very different path from the default. It will call functions of PPMcore but it will
store the results of each step in files. Moreover, the part of the calculations that is performed
on the Python layer will also have its results stored. This unorthodox approach was chosen for
a reason. The functionality ported to cuPPM exists in PPM in different layers of the program.
Developing a runtime unit test would require extensive modification of PPM on the Python
and C++ level.
In order to perform the tests, a new program has been developed. This program contains a
class derived from the main class of cuPPM, extending its functionality and enabling the
debugging functionality of cuPPM. When initialised in debugging mode cuPPM returns the
results from each kernel and also enables verbose printing of messages. The novel
functionality consists of methods for the evaluation of these results by comparing the results
obtained by PPM.

Figure 10. Evaluation of results produced by a cuPPM kernel that computes the coefficients of polynomials.
This kernel is third in an execution queue of 13 kernels.

Apart from ensuring the correctness of the calculations performed by the library, it is also
important to examine its behaviour when errors occur during runtime. We created test cases
where we deliberately caused failures. This was achieved by providing bad configurations,
removing dependencies or forcing the raise exception errors even if no problem was
encountered.
3.3

Performance

Profiling capabilities were already implemented in cuPPM, but also in PPM during the
profiling stage. To evaluate the performance of cuPPM in comparison to PPM we added a
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benchmark flag in calculatescanTensor. When enabled, it allows both implementations to
execute printing their execution times in each step and then exit. It also enables a warm-up
execution in the cuPPM library to avoid taking CUDA initialisation latency into account and
then executes 200 runs on the GPU or 100 on the CPU (results are averages to the number of
runs). The specifications of the machines used for the benchmarks are listed in the table
below.
System
specifications

gpu0101

gputesla01

linkarkouli

lintaillefer

Operating System

CentOS 5.7

CentOS 5.7

Debian 6 wheezy
(unstable)

Debian 6 sid
(stable)

2.6.18-274.3.1.el5

2.6.18-274.3.1.el5

3.0.0-1-amd64

2.6.32-5-amd64

64bit

64bit

64bit

64bit

2x Intel Xeon
E5640 @ 2.67Ghz

2x Intel Xeon
E5540 @ 2.53Ghz

1x Intel Xeon
W3520 @ 2.67Ghz

2x Intel Xeon
E5520 @ 2.27Ghz

(Quad-core)

(Quad-core)

(Quad-core)

(Quad-core)

48Gb DDR3

32Gb DDR3

12Gb DDR3

12Gb DDR3

1x Nvidia GTX580

1x Nvidia GTX285

1x Nvidia NVS295

1x Nvidia NVS295

Kernel

CPU
RAM

GPU

2x Nvidia Tesla
M2050

2x Nvidia Tesla
T10

1x Nvidia NVS290

g++ version

g++ 4.3.4

g++ 4.3.4

g++ 4.4.6

g++ 4.4.5

Python version

Python 2.6.4

Python 2.6.4

Python 2.7.2+

Python 2.6.6

CUDA version

CUDA 4.0

CUDA 4.0

CUDA 4.0

CUDA 4.0

Nvidia driver

290.10

290.10

290.10

290.10

Table 1. Systems used for the benchmark of cuPPM and their technical specifications.

The graphic cards Nvidia NVS 290 and NVS 295 are not used in the benchmarks. They do
not meet the double precision support requirement of cuPPM. Benchmarks on the GTX285
GPU (lintaillefer) failed because the test setup requires at least 1.3 GB of memory on the
device, while this GPU only offers 1 GB.
GPU specifications

M2050

T10 (C1060)

GTX580

GTX285

Compute capability

2.0 (Fermi)

1.3

2.0 (Fermi)

1.3

Memory

3Gb @ 148Gb/s

4Gb @ 102Gb/s

1.5Gb @ 192Gb/s

1Gb @ 159Gb/s

SP performance

1030 GFLOPs

933 GFLOPs

1581 GFLOPs

1063 GFLOPs

DP performance

515 GFLOPs

77.76 GFLOPs

~200 GFLOPs

89 GFLOPs
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Table 2. Short technical specification table of the GPUs used for the benchmark. The specifications are provided
by Nvidia. Some of the values are approximate and are calculated using the double precision configuration of the
specific GPU architecture or by other sources.

As reference system for the CPU based PPM, the gpu0101 is used with the Intel Xeon E5640
processor. The test multilayer configuration system consists of 193 layers with 5924 points to
be scanned each.
Execution time in milliseconds (ms)
gpu0101
gputesla01

Algorithm

Reference

linkarkouli

Electric &
magnetic field

1070,97

22,68

58,73

16,55

Propagation
Interfaces
Reflectivity

501,61
5102,14
1742,88

4,09
86,12
15,01

11,83
162,21
22,96

3,84
51,18
9,20

Total processing

8417,68

127,90

255,73

80,78

Table 3. Execution time of the cuPPM module on the test systems. All execution times given are in
milliseconds.

Table 4. Performance comparison between each system and the reference benchmark.

As speed-up, the ratio of the reference executing time over the execution time of the system in
study is used. We directly see the results of the advances made in the Nvidia Fermi
architecture when double precision performance is concerned, by comparing the performances
of gpu0101 and gputesla01. One would expect that the gpu0101 system is faster than
linkarkouli and the performance gap with gputesla01 is bigger. However, peak theoretical
Flop/s are not possible to achieve due to overheads. Typically, for the best-case and fully
optimised algorithm, around 70% of that can be obtained. In more realistic cases, the Flops
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achievable are much less. Moreover, the speed of the memory and cache can play a major role
in performance, especially on algorithms that are memory-bound8 like cuPPM.
We remind that except of the algorithms for the calculation of the electromagnetic field that
are performed purely in C++, all the others are hybrid C++ - Python. Hence, a speed-up of
nearly 190 in double precision algorithms, such as the reflectivity algorithm is feasible.
The CUDA accelerated implementation reduced the time needed for the simulation of a
multilayer to such degree that the data-extraction from DABAX became a real problem. It
required two orders of magnitude more time than the actual computations. The XML parser
and the DABAX database extractor are operation that cannot be performed on a GPU.
However, after the port of PPM to CUDA, the main developer of PPM greatly optimised the
DABAX and XML algorithms. This was done by mostly moving parts of these algorithms
from Python to C. As a result, the total execution time of PPM was reduced significantly.
PPM benefited greatly from the CUDA module. As previously stated, the program requires
many iterations to reach a solution for a specific energy. The system used in our benchmark
required 70 iterations. Simulation over a large range of energies is required in order to extract
the information needed and produce graphs like Figure 5. In those cases, PPM was executed
numerous times via MPI on clusters but still required days to complete, while now it would
require just a few hours.

8

A common problem for GPU kernels, especially when double precision is used.
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Porting CUDA PPM to OpenCL

4.1

Implementation

4.1.1

Basic differences between CUDA and OpenCL

OpenCL is an open source standard while CUDA, until recently, was closed source. The latest
version of CUDA, 4.1, was released as open source.
OpenCL follows an identical flow to CUDA, especially the CUDA Driver API, regarding the
control and use of a device. In short:
 Discover a device
 Create a context and a command queue with the device
 Compile or load precompiled OpenCL programs
 Create the references to the kernels inside those programs
 Manage the memory on the device
 Configure the execution parameters for each kernel and execute them
OpenCL primarily uses Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation in order to create kernels for the
device that will be used. Since OpenCL can support almost all modern CPUs and GPUs, it is
not reasonable to try and redistribute a program that contains precompiled kernels for all of
them.
Unlike the CUDA library, there is no unique OpenCL library. OpenCL is a standard on which
each vendor provides the implementation and driver that is capable of using his device. One
of the standards defined in OpenCL is that there is a special location in the system that states
which vendor specific OpenCL implementations are installed and their location. The OpenCL
library always tries to load all the available implementations present.
CUDA provided a high-level and a low-level API known as Runtime API and Driver API
respectively. The first greatly reduces development time; however some of the advanced
functionality is only available through the Driver API. OpenCL, on the other hand, officially
only provides a low-level API. For the CUDA and OpenCL modules of PPM a list of source
code length per file is presented in Appendix A.
OpenCL is a heterogeneous API able to use various devices from different vendors. Devices
by Nvidia, AMD, Intel, VIA, IBM and ARM are supported. Support for ARM-based
embedded solutions is limited to one GPU and CPU, but OpenCL support in embedded
systems is expected to expand.
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Porting process

The general outline of the library and Python module remains the same. However, many
additions are needed in order to incorporate OpenCL features.
The OpenCL port of cuPPM, clPPM, uses an OpenCL-handling library written in C and
developed at ESRF for WP12. This library, Ocl Tools, is a toolbox built around the OpenCL
API. It allows some operations9, which normally require extensive development and errorhandling, to be performed in one step.
To take advantage of the heterogeneous nature of OpenCL, the library must be able to
automatically select a device based on more advanced criteria than those used in the CUDA
implementation. The clPPM library, using Ocl Tools, is able to automatically select the device
to be used based on provided configurations:
 No predefined criteria, in which case it will check all the OpenCL platforms and use
the first device that is available for computations.
 Partially user defined criteria. For example a GPU type of device made by AMD. In
this case clPPM will scan the OpenCL platform of AMD and return the first available
GPU device.
 Fully defined criteria. For example, the second CPU type device on the Intel platform.
clPPM will only check the specific device.
Keeping the layout of the cuPPM library mostly intact, we replaced the use of CUDA API in
key methods for the device control with the OpenCL and Ocl Tools API. Parts of the
initialisation of the library had to be changed slightly to take into account the criteria for
device selection and the capability of Ocl Tools to create logs. A couple of new methods had
to be added. The first queries via Ocl Tools all the available devices and platforms and
displays them. This method is typically called when an error occurs in the device selection
process. The second allows clPPM to find if there are available GPU devices on the system,
but outside the main execution flow of the library. This method is useful for the main PPM
program, as it can report if there are GPUs available upon loading of the module in PPM.
The Python – clPPM interface was also modified following the changes in clPPM. It is able to
pass the list of criteria for the device selection to clPPM and to invoke the new methods. The
querying method was made callable by Python for testing and convenience purposes; the
clPPM module can be directly loaded by Python to display the available devices and
platforms. This can be used as an aid to configuring the execution of PPM or troubleshoot
OpenCL installation issues.

9

Most notable the JIT compilation and the device discovery.
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Figure 11. Example showing the clPPM module being loaded in Python independently from PPM. The device
querying interface method PPM_show_devices() is used to display all the available OpenCL devices on the
system.

Additions had to be made on the Python level to allow the clPPM module to be loaded
dynamically, like cuPPM. Apart from this, now the program should be also able to decide
which of the two modules to use, if possible. This is done by setting a new flag which states
which module to prefer. Preferring a module means that PPM will try to load it first and only
if it fails it will try to load the other one. If the other one fails as well, it will revert to the
original CPU code-path.

Figure 12. Example from a verbose execution of PPM. The execution configuration for the new plug-ins is
reported. In this configuration both cuPPM and clPPM will be execution in benchmark mode. OpenCL has some
device selection options user defined. It will use the first CPU it finds.
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The part of the code that performed the actual calculations required minimal changes. Both
CUDA and OpenCL use a subset of the C language for kernel programming with some
extensions. Most of the code can remain intact during the porting process.
As an example we list the equivalent CUDA and OpenCL function or memory qualifiers
below. For a more thorough list of examples, Appendix B can be consulted.
CUDA
__global__
__device__ (function)
__device__ (memory)
__constant__
__shared__

OpenCL
__kernel void
Not required
__global
__constant
__local

OpenCL does not offer any built-in complex number functionality. All the required complex
number operations, as described in section 3.1.4, had to be implemented. The complex
numbers were defined as vectors of two doubles (similar to the built-in CUDA complex datatype).
User defined criteria for the device and platform selection can easily lead to errors, either
caused by wrong criteria or dysfunctional installation of an OpenCL platform driver. As an
example, the user might request the second GPU on the Nvidia platform, when only one
exists. Alternatively, the device might exist, but an error in the installation of the Nvidia
OpenCL platform driver will cause OpenCL to report that such platform does not exist. These
errors are unavoidable, but clPPM along with the error message returns a full list of all the
available platforms and devices it could find in order for the user to revise the criteria used.

Figure 13. Example error message by clPPM when an erroneous configuration is given. In this example, the
configuration used explicitly asks for the first GPU device on the first platform. However, the first platform is
Intel OpenCL which can only use a CPU device.

The OpenCL compiler works with C-strings as input. The clPPM library uses the JIT feature
to automatically compile the required kernels. The compiler implementation in clPPM allows,
via Ocl Tools, the compilation by loading source-code files to C-strings or directly from CLinkSCEEM-2 - RI-261600
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strings attached to the library. It is common that the OpenCL kernels are written as C-strings
inside the main source code. This is sufficient for small kernels, but impractical for many and
long kernels, like the ones developed for clPPM. The kernels of clPPM are written as normal
source code in files, enabling the advanced visual and editing features of modern IDEs. This
way they are easier to read and to debug. It also has the great advantage that we can perform
changes to the kernel code without the need to recompile the whole library. However, since
the kernels are compiled on runtime, these files must be on the execution path of the program.
This is a side effect that cannot be accepted; as it means the OpenCL kernel source code must
be copied in every place we launch the program. For the compilation of kernels in clPPM, we
tried to find a compromise between these two approaches. The process finally used for clPPM
is to automatically create C-strings from the kernel source upon compilation of the library.
These C-strings are included in the clPPM library as headers.
4.2
4.2.1

Installation and testing
Installation of PPM with the clPPM plug-in

The installation process of clPPM is identical to the one of cuPPM. The only changes are that
a different compiler is used to create the library. The behaviour of the installer in the case of
failure to create the library is also the same. The installer will not halt on any error
encountered while building the clPPM library, but will not try to create the clPPM Python
module.
The implemented test program is also the same as cuPPM. However, there are more
complicated test cases. The fact that the program allows rules to be set in order to select a
device and that there are many combinations possible in OpenCL, means that a lot of
problems can occur in that step.
One problem is that not all vendors support the same version of the OpenCL standard. Until
recently Nvidia supported only OpenCL v1.0, while AMD supported OpenCL v1.1. Typically
this can only cause minor issues. An example from real life comes from evaluating an
OpenCL error by its corresponding OpenCL macro as proposed by the standard. In one
version of OpenCL this macro existed while on the other it did not causing the compilation to
fail. Another problem is that a vendor might be not following the OpenCL standard fully,
deliberately or due to a bug. An example during the development of clPPM was with the Intel
version of OpenCL. OpenCL functions are expected to return an error flag. However, in the
Intel version an exception was thrown instead while not setting the error flag.
In addition, as means of allowing functionality specific to a device, OpenCL supports vendor
specific extensions. Before selecting an OpenCL device, the extensions of the devices must be
compared to the extensions required by the program.
Finally, some OpenCL implementations can use devices of other vendors. In specific this
happens with the CPU devices, as they all follow the x86 and x86_6410 families of instruction
set achitectures.

10

Also called amd64.
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For the above reasons, the testing an OpenCL based library must not be limited on one
implementation or one device. We expanded our tests by installing all the three major
OpenCL implementations and testing the library on each one of them.
4.3

Performance

The clPPM library, much like cuPPM, provides built-in profiling capability. When PPM is
executed in benchmark mode it will try to load both clPPM and cuPPM. It will execute them,
once for warm-up and once for the benchmark with 200 runs for a GPU and 100 for a CPU.
The benchmark results are always returned averaged.
Here we present the results of clPPM against PPM only. A feature of OpenCL is that it can
also use CPU devices, a capability we take advantage of. The benchmarks for clPPM are
performed for various CPUs and GPUs and for different OpenCL platforms. The CUDA
versus OpenCL GPU results comparison will be presented in the next chapter.
The specifications and names of the systems used for the benchmarks are listed in the table
below.
System
specifications

gpu0101

gputesla01

linkarkouli

lintaillefer

Operating
System

CentOS 5.7

CentOS 5.7

Debian 6
wheezy
(unstable)

Debian 6 sid
(stable)

Kernel

2.6.18274.3.1.el5
64bit

2.6.18274.3.1.el5
64bit

2x Intel
Xeon E5640
@ 2.67Ghz

Dell XPS
15z

HP
dv3560ev

64bit

2.6.32-5amd64
64bit

Debian 6
wheezy
(unstable)
3.1.0-1amd64
64bit

2x Intel
Xeon E5540
@ 2.53Ghz

1x Intel Xeon
W3520 @
2.67Ghz

2x Intel
Xeon E5520
@ 2.27Ghz

1x IntelCore
i7-2630QM
@ 2.00GHz

1x Intel
P8400 @
2.26Ghz

(Quad-core)

(Quad-core)

(Quad-core)

(Quad-core)

(Quad-core)

(Dual-core)

RAM

48Gb DDR3

32Gb DDR3

3Gb DDR2

2x Nvidia
Tesla M2050

2x Nvidia
Tesla T10

12Gb DDR3
1x Nvidia
GTX285
1x Nvidia
NVS295

6Gb DDR3

GPU

1x Nvidia
GT525m

1x Nvidia
9300m

g++ 4.3.4

g++ 4.3.4

12Gb DDR3
1x Nvidia
GTX580
1x Nvidia
NVS295
1x Nvidia
NVS290
g++ 4.4.6

g++ 4.4.5

g++ 4.6.2

g++ 4.4.6

Python 2.6.4

Python 2.6.4

Python 2.7.2+

Python 2.6.6

Python
2.7.2+

Python
2.7.1+

4.0.17

4.0.17

4.0.17

4.0.17

4.0.17

4.0.17

2.5

2.5

2.6

2.6

2.6

2.6

N/A

N/A

1.500

1.500

1.500

N/A

290.10

290.10

290.10

290.10

290.10

290.10

CPU

g++ version
Python
version
CUDA
version
AMD SDK
Intel SDK
Nvidia driver

3.0.0-1-amd64

Ubuntu
10.11
2.6.37
32bit

Table 5. Systems used for the benchmark of cuPPM and their technical specifications. This table is an extension
of Table 1 with information regarding OpenCL and a new system that can only use clPPM.
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As in the case of cuPPM, the graphic cards Nvidia NVS 290 and NVS 295, but now also the
9300m, are not used in the benchmarks. They do not meet the double precision support
requirement of clPPM. In addition, for the same reasons as in the CUDA implementation, the
GTX 285, but also the GT525m could not be used due to available device memory
limitations. The OpenCL driver of Intel could not be used on the systems running CentOS
5.7. It requires a newer version of a system library than the one provided by CentOS 5.7. Intel
does not offer a 32bit OpenCL driver for Debian-Linux and for this reason this platform could
not be tested on the dv3560ev system. The newest version of AMD APP SDK, 2.6, has a
known regression and it failed to work properly on most of the systems, except linkarkouli
and dv3560ev. On the rest of systems the library crashes. Finally, the table of GPU
specifications is skipped as it is the same as in table 2.1.7.
The PPM benchmark obtained by the gpu0101 system is used as reference. The multilayer
configuration system used for the benchmark consists of 193 layers with 5924 points to be
scanned each. It is important to note that OpenCL, when using a CPU, will utilise all the
available cores and processors, as opposed to the reference PPM CPU benchmark that is using
only one core. For this reasons, whenever possible, we perform the benchmark of clPPM in
single and dual CPU configurations. OpenCL CPU benchmarks are performed both on the
AMD and the Intel platform whenever possible. The purpose of the CPU benchmarks is to
study the benefit of the OpenCL implementation in general; not just the specific speed-up on
each system by comparing PPM and clPPM on each of them. For the later, the results of the
reference system obtained by PPM and clPPM can be used.
Execution time in milliseconds (ms) for clPPM GPU
Algorithm

Reference

gpu0101

gputesla01

linkarkouli

Electric &
magnetic field

1070,97

21,54

61,29

15,88

Propagation
Interfaces
Reflectivity

501,61
5102,14
1742,88

4,61
73,78
12,66

13,98
204,04
29,27

4,31
52,76
8,33

Total processing

8417,68

112,59

308,58

81,28

Table 6. Execution time of the clPPM module with the use of GPUs. All execution times given are in
milliseconds.
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Table 7. Performance comparison with reference benchmark

The GPU performance is similar to cuPPM and as before, the algorithms that are not pure
C++ show great performance improvement.

Execution time in milliseconds (ms) for clPPM CPU - Intel Platform
Algorithm
Electric &
magnetic field
Propagation
Interfaces
Reflectivity
Total processing

Reference

linkarkouli

lintaillefer
(2 CPUs)

XPS15z

1070,97

646,02

282,16

248,13

501,61
5102,14
1742,88

120,16
1131,95
190,08

61,49
521,08
93,62

91,35
803,61
134,67

8417,68

2088,21

958,34

1277,75

Table 8. Execution time of the clPPM module with the use of CPUs via the Intel OpenCL platform. All
execution times are given in milliseconds.
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Table 9. Performance comparison with the reference benchmark.

First of all, the algorithms found in clPPM are optimised for GPU execution and not CPU
execution11. Second, CPU clock speeds in the specification tables are only nominal values.
All the modern processors can briefly boost their clock speed12 when under heavy load. When
not all the CPU cores are used, this clock speed increase can be maintained even for long
times.
The performance behaviour is similar in linkarkouli and lintaillefer as the processors are of
the same architecture with minor differences. There are two important points here that require
explanation that have to do with the performance scaling of the algorithms. Even though we
do not have an Intel OpenCL benchmark for gpu0101 to compare using on the same system,
the processor found in linkarkouli is similar enough to allow it.
The first point is that the algorithms that calculate the electromagnetic field do not scale well.
This is a sign that the OpenCL Intel compiler failed to perform some optimisations and that
these algorithms need to be tuned for the CPU.
The second point is that the algorithm of reflectivity performed almost twice faster than one
would expect. The reason is that OpenCL on the CPU, knowing that the algorithm is dataparallel, can perform vectorisation. Vectorised CPU code is very efficient as it will utilise the
SIMD units13 present on the processor.

11

Whether a GPU-optimised algorithm is efficient or not for a CPU architecture depends on the algorithm.
Intel refers to this feature as Turbo Boost and AMD as Turbo Core.
13
For example, MMX, SSE, SSE2, SSE3, SSSE3, SSE4.2 and other instruction sets.
12
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We notice that performance of the XPS15z system is rather different than the other two. It was
faster in our benchmarks than linkarkouli and only 25% slower than the dual-cpu
configuration of lintaillefer. This is a great achievement for this processor considering that it
is a laptop variant with a nominal clock speed of only 2.0Ghz and half the power consumption
than each of lintaillefer’s processors. The processor is of a newer and much more capable
architecture called Sandy Bridge. In these processors a new instruction set was introduced the
AVX, which greatly increases performance over the previous generations. The Intel OpenCL
compiler can take advantage of AVX and the result is that XPS15z is around 40% faster than
linkarkouli in all algorithms, except for the electromagnetic algorithm where it is 160% faster.
Execution time in milliseconds (ms) for clPPM CPU (AMD Platform)
Algorithm

gpu0101
(1 CPU)

gpu0101
(2 CPUs)

gputesla01
(1 CPU)

gputesla01
(2 CPUs)

linkarkouli

dv3560ev

Electric &
magnetic field

351,17

289,86

362,48

303,65

276,47

862,02

Propagation

133,91

62,78

134,08

74,29

112,81

301,06

Interfaces

1015,68

558,73

1019,28

480,32

917,77

2714,41

Reflectivity

224,73

107,30

214,40

101,65

183,96

308,76

Total
processing

1725,49

1018,66

1730,24

959,91

1491,01

4186,24

Table 10. Execution time of the clPPM module with the use of CPUs via the AMD OpenCL platform. All
execution times are given in milliseconds.

Speed-up obtained for clPPM CPU - AMD Platform (treference/tsystem)
Algorithm

gpu0101
(1 CPU)

gpu0101
(2 CPUs)

gputesla01
(1 CPU)

gputesla01
(2 CPUs)

linkarkouli

dv3560ev

Electric &
magnetic field

3,05

3,69

2,95

3,53

3,87

1,24

Propagation

3,75

7,99

3,74

6,75

4,45

1,67

Interfaces

5,02

9,13

5,01

10,62

5,56

1,88

Reflectivity

7,76

16,24

8,13

17,15

9,47

5,64

Total
processing

4,88

8,26

4,87

8,77

5,65

2,01

Table 11. Performance comparison with the reference benchmark.
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The AMD OpenCL driver managed to produce better optimised kernels, except for the
propagation algorithms. Apart from that, the performance behaviour remains similar. The
algorithms for the electric and magnetic field still scale badly, especially on the dual CPU
configurations. The reflectivity kernels are again best performing. On the dual CPU
configuration of gpu0101 that enables 8 processing cores, which is also the reference system,
the reflectivity was calculated 16 times faster.
Finally, it is important at this point to highlight again the capability of OpenCL to launch
kernels on the CPU. In the case of clPPM, a mid-range laptop can outperform PPM running
on a modern cluster node.
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CUDA and OpenCL performance comparison

First, we present again the results of the previous benchmarks for clPPM and cuPPM in a
convenient manner for the performance comparison.

Algorithm

Execution time in milliseconds (ms) per system and API (CUDA or
OpenCL)
linkarkouli
gpu0101 (M2050)
gputesla01 (T10)
(GTX 580)
CUDA

OpenCL

CUDA

OpenCL

CUDA OpenCL

Electric &
magnetic
field

22,68

21,54

58,73

61,29

16,55

15,88

Propagation
Interfaces
Reflectivity

4,09
86,12
15,01

4,61
73,78
12,66

11,83
162,21
22,96

13,98
204,04
29,27

3,84
51,18
9,20

4,31
52,76
8,33

Total
processing

127,90

112,59

255,73

308,58

80,78

81,28

Table 12. Execution times for cuPPM and clPPM (via the Nvidia OpenCL platform).

For the GPU performance comparison between the CUDA and OpenCL implementations, we
use as reference the CUDA implementation of the system in question.
Performance increase of clPPM over cuPPM
Algorithm

gpu0101

gputesla01

linkarkouli

Electric & magnetic field

5,28%

-4,18%

4,25%

Propagation

-11,27%

-15,42%

-10,97%

Interfaces

16,72%

-20,50%

-2,99%

Reflectivity

18,61%

-21,56%

10,38%

Total processing

13,60%

-17,13%

-0,62%

We notice up to 17.1% difference in the total performance, but not always in favour of
OpenCL. The biggest differences were noticed on the Tesla GPUs, while on the GTX580
GPU the performance averages out to be the same. We remind that the Nvidia display driver
and the Nvidia CUDA toolkit used are the same across all the systems. However, the compiler
used by CUDA is different than the one used by OpenCL. The reason for the variation of
some performance results is compiler specific. Basically, the M2050, T10 and GTX580 all
have different architectures. The M2050 is first generation Fermi architecture, while the
GTX580 is second generation. The T10 differs significantly from both. The fact that all these
GPUs demonstrated different behaviour is a clear sign that each compiler is better or worse
optimised than the other on a specific architecture.
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Figure 14. Performance metrics demonstrating the performance advantage of clPPM over cuPPM or vice cersa.
Positive values are in favour of clPPM, while negative values are in favour of cuPPM.
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Conclusion

We developed two modules for the PPM program. The first one, based on CUDA, was ported
from the original program, while the second was ported to OpenCL directly from the CUDA
module.
Porting kernels written in CUDA to OpenCL proved to be trivial in our case as we did not
have to modify any algorithms. In general, if no API specific functionality is used, the porting
process can be expected to be simple. However, many existing CUDA programs may use
capabilities not present in OpenCL, in which case the algorithms will need to be modified.
Porting the host-code that controls the flow of GPU programs was not as straightforward as
the kernels. Had we not already available a library to simplify the use of the OpenCL API,
significant effort would be required to complete the porting process. The library used to
simplify the use of OpenCL alone is of roughly the same size as the GPU-code itself. In
general, OpenCL requires much more effort on the host-side development until we are at the
point we can execute kernels.
In terms of performance on the GPU, we found both CUDA and OpenCL to be in equal terms.
In general, OpenCL was thought to be only slightly slower than CUDA on the same device
due to added latency. However, we were only able to notice performance differences based
solely on compiler-architecture combination differences. We were not able to witness any
recurring performance benefit of one API over the other.
We found the CPU performance of OpenCL above expectations. It is a great advantage to be
able to reuse kernels on different types of devices. Systems with new and old processors, but
no capable GPU, were able to use the OpenCL module and see a performance boost.
However, CPUs and GPUs differ a lot in their architecture and not all GPU-optimised
algorithms can run well on a CPU. The only way to have optimal kernels for each device is to
tune them separately for each device.
Finally, CUDA and OpenCL have many similarities on how devices are controlled and
kernels are developed. At the same time they have a few vital differences in their philosophy.
CUDA is limited to GPUs made by Nvidia only and offers very advanced computing
capabilities, not present in OpenCL. OpenCL on the other hand is optimised for
heterogeneous systems. It might not offer all the computing capabilities of CUDA, it offers
however unique functionality for the use of multiple and diverse types of devices. It can
seamlessly use any mixture of such devices at the same time with minimal kernel
modification. Operating systems of the future will be able to take advantage of GPUs but also
other special accelerators in order to off-load general-purpose processing from the CPU ondemand. There is a global trend towards this direction that can be noticed by the many APIs
or compiler directives that have been introduced or announced in the last couple of years like
DirectCompute, Renderscript, OpenACC, and C++ AMP. CUDA recently, following this
trend, has become open-source in order to attract other vendors to adopt this API for
heterogeneous computing.
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Appendix A
In the following table we present approximate values for the source code size of cuPPM and
clPPM. The licence in the header and commented-out code are excluded. Recurring code
found in clPPMwrapper – cuPPMwrapper and in clPPMkernels_modes – clPPMkernels_other
is distributed evenly between the files it appears.
Code length per source code file
cuPPM
File
cuPPMextension_base.cu
cuPPMextension_base.h
cuPPMextension.h
cuPPMextension_modes.cu
cuPPMextension_modes.h
cuPPMextension_other.cu
cuPPMextension_other.h
cuPPMkernels_modes.cu
cuPPMkernels_other.cu
cuPPMSelfTest.cu
cuPPMwrapper.cc
timer.h

Total

clPPM
Lines
717
86
18
466
40
335
54
610
562
911
838
78

File
clPPMextension_base.cc
clPPMextension_base.h
clPPMextension.h
clPPMextension_modes.cc
clPPMextension_modes.h
clPPMextension_other.cc
clPPMextension_other.h
clPPMkernels_modes.cl
clPPMkernels_other.cl
clPPMSelfTest.cc
clPPMwrapper.cc
timer.h
ocl_ckerr.h
ocl_tools.cc
ocl_tools.h
4715 Total

Lines
1071
116
22
278
34
283
53
671
431
965
876
78
163
1217
246
6504

In the table below the count of kernels and device functions developed for the CUDA and
OpenCL modules for PPM are presented. There are a few additional device functions in the
OpenCL module. This is due to the fact that CUDA provides some minimal complex number
functionality, while OpenCL does not.
Device kernels and functions
cuPPM
clPPM
Kernels
13
Functions
12
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Appendix B
List of basic differences between OpenCL and CUDA for standard terms, qualifies, kernel
programming language and built-in functions and variables.
Built-in functions and variables
CUDA
OpenCL

Terminology
CUDA OpenCL

__syncthreads()

barrier()

Thread

WorkItem

__global__
void

__kernel
void

__threadfence_block()

mem_fence()

Block

WorkGroup

__device__
(function)

Not
required

threadIdx

get_local_id()

Shared
Memory

Local
Memory

__device__
(memory)

__global

blockIdx

get_group_id()

Local
Memory

Private
Memory

__constant__

__constant

blockDim

get_local_size()

Global
memory

Global
memory

__shared__

__local

Kernel programming language
CUDA
OpenCL
CUDA/C. Subset of C with
OpenCL C. Subset of C99 with
special extensions
special extensions
Supports C++ templates
Uses the nvcc compiler
JIT compilation through clang
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Qualifiers
CUDA
OpenCL

API
CUDA

OpenCL

CUcontext

cl_context

CUfunction
CUmodule

cl_kernel
cl_program
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